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Abstract

In this paper we present, a hardware implementation of a multi-
touch display using a FTIR method [Han 2005], while augment-
ing a software implementation with a parallel processing using
Nvidia’s CUDA API. We thoroughly describe the process of build-
ing a multi-touch display using customized LCD display withan
infrared lighting using LEDs for touch point detection in anin-
frared light spectrum. We discuss the software implementation,
as well, starting with an image preprocessing and processing us-
ing NVIDIA’s CUDA API and an optical tracking using GLSL and
demonstrate its capabilities on a virtual drum kit implemented in
OpenGL. We conclude our work with the possibilities for a future
work and research.

CR Categories: D.2.2 [Design tools and techniques]: User inter-
faces; H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Input devices and strategies

Keywords: human computer interaction, touch interface, multi-
touch display

1 Introduction

From the beginning of the human computer interaction research, re-
searchers have investigated methods and interfaces for naturalness
of interaction with computer systems. Nowadays this research has
progressed in big steps towards the systems for gesture interaction
[Saffer 2008], eye gaze interaction [Morimoto and Mimica 2005],
brain user interfaces [Nijholt et al. 2008], and especiallytabletop
multi-touch interfaces.

An overview of multi-touch systems was done by Bill Buxton [Bux-
ton 2007], going all the way back to the 1970s when the Plato IV
system, the first touch screen terminal had been introduced.This
paper is a continuation of our previous work [Fabo et al. 2010]. We
have improved the hardware implementation by making a stable
metal-plate prototype, and enhanced the software part, by incorpo-
rating image processing and touch point detection by using GPU
processing capabilities.
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The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. The nextsec-
tion sums up the latest research in the field of touch interaction. In
the third section we discuss our hardware implementation describ-
ing materials and components used for building the multi-touch de-
vice. In the fourth section the software implementation is discussed,
describing the dataflow starting with an image grabbed from acam-
era up to the output as a touch points used for generating Windows
touch events. Finally, we conclude our work and discuss somepos-
sible future works.

2 Related work

Let us review some well demonstrated systems using multi-touch
interaction. TouchLight system [Wilson 2004] enables touch-based
interaction on a big vertical transparent screen, while using dif-
fuse illumination for detecting touch points [Wilson 2004]. Hudson
[Hudson 2004] finds out, that it’s not required to use specialdiffuse
illuminators. He describes the usage of LEDs as an optical sensor.
His prototype of input/output device could be probably extended to
the larger scale for using in touch surfaces.

Rear diffuse illumination techniques can be extended by sensing
objects placed on top of the touch surface. Such systems can be
implemented using special markers called fiducials, as firstly de-
scribed in the reacTivision by [Jordà et al. 2006]. The extension
of the idea of the fiducial markers was presented in [Antle et al.
2009], where the fiducial markers can be connected in the puz-
zle way, thus extending the interaction techniques. In [Kimet al.
2006], authors discuss the scheme for building touch tables, they
describe the dataflow of standard algorithm for detection and track-
ing of the touch points. Finally [Kim et al. 2006] propose various
gestures for touch based interaction with a virtual maps. In[Katz
et al. 2007] authors omitted additional infrared illuminators from
their hardware implementation, and proposed pure computervision
technique using four accurately placed cameras. Such a system is
able to detect fingertips as well as touch points and gestureswith-
out any special set-ups. [Izadi et al. 2007] proposed optical based
touch sensing in a thin form factor, enabling to build it inside the
LCD screen. It is based on the combination of light emitter and an
optically isolated light detector, called retro-reflective optosensor.
The interaction with such a device is not limited just to the finger
touches, it can detect any object reflecting infrared light.What’s
more objects with their own infrared emitter would be able tosend
data directly into the device. By masking out such infrared emitter
on the object, it is possible to create a fiducial marker too. Fur-
thermore, in [Izadi et al. 2008] a touch display is extended with an
electronically switchable diffuser. Such a diffuser has two states,
the first when it is transparent i.e. light can pass through, and the
second when it is translucent i.e. light can pass through butonly
diffusely. This property is used in combination with two projec-
tors with 60Hz refresh rate, allowing the resulting 120Hz. Projec-



tors are covered with special shutters, which in combination with
switchable diffuser can produce two images on the two screens,
one above the other. Another approach for using multi-touchin-
puts was presented by [Benko et al. 2008], where a traditional flat
projection surface is replaced by a spherical surface, changing the
output image space to the sphere. Using of such spherical output
space is more appropriate for multiple user interaction than the tra-
ditional flat surfaces [Benko et al. 2008]. The ordinary projector has
been changed to LCD screen, with higher resolution for the output
images in [Motamedi 2008]. Furthermore they discuss the detec-
tion of several user interaction states like touch point detection and
the event of grasping of an object with some fiducial marker. At
[Rosenberg et al. 2009], the authors realized that the natural touch
event has three properties. The first two are the location of the touch
point and the third is the pressure of the touch event. The pressure
was the main idea for building IMPAD touch device [Rosenberg
et al. 2009], which is based on the force variable resistors,whose
electrical resistance decreases when compressed allowingfor the
sensing of outside forces [Rosenberg et al. 2009].

3 Hardware implementation

Our implementation is based on FTIR technology and the config-
uration is inspired [Motamedi 2008]. We use a 1 cm thick plex-
iglass coupled with 27 inch Full HD LCD screen iiyama ProLite
E2710HDS. For FTIR functionality the plexiglass is edge illumi-
nated with two bars of 31 infrared LEDs generating infrared light
with 850nm wavelengths. Bars are placed one on the top edge and
the other on the bottom edge of the plexiglass. Under the plexiglass
a customized LCD screen is placed. The customization is needed
because a factory build LCDs are not transparent for infrared light.
First of all, the LCD enclosing was removed. Some more LCDs
layers have to be removed too. In our configuration we have re-
moved a white reflective layer, a diffuse layer, and a Fresnellens
layer, thus leaving the LCD only with one diffuse layer and the
LCD plexiglass with the LCD illumination. Our customization of
the LCD is illustrated at Figure 1.
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Diffuse
Fresnel

Diffuse

Plexiglass + lamps

White (reflex)

LCD

Diffuse
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Figure 1: LCD customization. At the top, the factory built LCD, at
the bottom, our customized LCD.

For capturing purposes we use a firewire camera from Pixelink
which is able to capture images in higher resolution 1280 times
1014 and in 30 frames per second. This is enough for real-time
interaction with touch interface since human visual processor has
cycle time around 20 frames per seconds [Card et al. 1983]. Fur-
thermore, as an illumination from LCD mixes up with the infrared
illumination, we need to filter out the visible light spectrum, so the
camera captures only the infrared light spectrum. This is done by
using infrared band-pass filter allowing only light with wavelength
between 700nm and 1000nm to pass through. Since we wanted to
minimize the distance from the camera to the screen, the onlyway

to do so was using a wide angle lens, providing the acceptableratio
of lens distortion to the distance from the screen. The camera with
wide angle lens and infrared band-filter configuration is illustrated
at Figure 2.

Figure 2: Pixelink camera with wide angle lens and infrared band-
pass filter attached.

Since Zaki Warfel [Warfel 2009] proposed using a paper for proto-
typing of physical devices, we initially used a cardboard prototype
for our hardware implementation. When all raised problems were
solved, we build a metal-plate prototype of our touch display. Both
prototypes are illustrated at Figure 3.

Figure 3: Cardboard and metal-plate prototypes.

4 Software implementation

4.1 Calibration

The software implementation starts with camera calibration. Cal-
ibration is done using a standard calibration process described in
[Bradski and Kaehler 2008] with a chessboard image at various ori-
entations as an input image. An output is generated as a two camera
matrices - intrinsic and distortion matrix. Process of generating in-
trinsic and distortion matrices are thoroughly described in [Bradski
and Kaehler 2008].

Distortion matrix provides five parameters used to approximate ra-
dial and tangential distortion of camera lens. Radial distortion rises
from the shape of the lens, because the light rays which are further
from the center of the lens bent more than those closer in [Bradski
and Kaehler 2008]. Fortunately, this distortion can be approximated
by Taylor series, thus the radial correction can be mathematically
defined by Equation 1. Where thek1, k2, k3 are the distortion pa-
rameters from the distortion matrix created in calibrationphase.r
stands for the distance of the point from the lens center.



xr = x(1+k1r2+k2r4+k3r6) (1)

yr = y(1+k1r2+k2r4+k3r6).

Except of a radial distortion, there is a tangential distortion which
raises from the manufacturing defects, which results in thenon-
parallelism of the lens. This distortion can be defined mathemat-
ically by Equation 2. Wherep1 and p2 are parameters from the
distorion matrix created in the calibration process.

xcorrected= xr +[2p1yr + p2(r
2+2x2

r )] (2)

ycorrected= yr +[p1(r
2+2y2

r )+2p2xr ].

4.2 Image preprocessing

Since the camera image contains more information that the LCD
screen itself, this phase is dedicated to finding the LCD screen
inside the camera image. This phase is implemented purely in
OpenCV, since it is done only once at the very beginning. First
of all, using intrinsic and distortion matrices created in the calibra-
tion phase, we are able to remap the image, thus clearing out the
distortion of the image. After the median filtering and the thresh-
old operation, we run an OpenCV algorithm for finding contours.
From the biggest contour in the image i.e. the LCD screen itself, we
are able to find out the ratio of LCD screen to the LCD resolution
in both x and y directions, which are used later for mapping touch
points to the LCD resolution.

4.3 Touch detection process

4.3.1 Background subtraction

The first phase of touch detection process is a background subtrac-
tion. Background subtraction is used for basic segmentation of the
touch points. Since it is possible in our application that the scene’s
background could change in time, for example because of differ-
ent lighting conditions, we use a running average background sub-
traction. This method is better than simple subtraction mainly be-
cause, the model of the background is evolving in the time. Further
information on averaging background subtraction can be found at
[Bradski and Kaehler 2008]. The background subtraction canbe
parallelized using a CUDA API, so the pixel differences can be
computed simultaneously.

The exact process is following:

1. Grab the image frame from the camera.

2. Convert the image to the grayscale image using the OpenCV
library.

3. Copy the image to the graphic card.

4. Flip the image vertically1.

5. Subtract the current background from the image.

6. Update the background model according to the averaging
background subtraction method.

1The image needs to be flipped in order to eliminate the fact that camera
is sensing in the oposite direction we interact. Without theflipping the user’s
left hand will appear as a right hand in the camera image

4.3.2 Touch point detection

After the background subtraction the image is remapped in order to
clean up the distortion, and allows the detection of the touch points.
The touch point detection itself is done by scale-invariantfeature
transform implemented on GPU by [Wu 2007].

4.3.3 Registering touch events

Since Windows 7 has built in support for touch events, we used
a [vMu 2010] driver based on Microsoft WDK to support touch
events. vMulti creates a virtual device inside the operating system,
vMulti library than connects to the virtual device and sendsmes-
sages about the touch events. The current supported events are low
level Windows 7 events: TOUCHUP and TOUCHDOWN.

4.4 MT-Drums - Demo application

We coupled our touch detection application with an OpenGL canvas
to create a standard OpenGL application that is able to recognize
and match the touch point to the object in the OpenGL scene. As
a demonstration we created an application simulating a drumkit.
When a touch event happens the drum in the OpenGL scene for a
moment increase its size to visually stimulate that it has been hit.
The photo of interaction with Multi-touch Drumkit is illustrated at
Figure 4.

Figure 4: Interaction with MT-Drumkit application for simulating
drums.

5 Conclusion and Future work

We described a basic background in building multi-touch tables,
and various technologies for such devices. We presented ourhard-
ware configuration based on FTIR technology coupled with an or-
dinary LCD screen. Furthermore, we discuss the software parts
needed for implementing touch device. We have discussed the
problems in calibration, image preprocessing, backgroundsubtrac-
tion, touch point detection and registration of touch events to the
operating system. To demonstrate the capability of the combina-
tion of the multi-touch tracking with the simple OpenGL scenes we
have created the demo application simulating a drum kit.

As a future work, we will optimize the optical tracking, since the
SIFT method, although done on GPU, is not that robust. Further-
more, we are going to support gesture recognition in order toused
2D gestures like ”pinch” and zoom.
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